
I'm thankful for all the things in my life.I am glad to  have a family 
that loves me.All types of  food are delicious and taste good.And,my 
pets are comfortable to me.These are things  I am thankful for and you 
will see why. 

The first thing I am thankful for is my family.The reason I am 
thankful for them is because they are loving,caring,and energetic 
and athletic. I can’t forget funny too.Also my daily members 
names are my Mom,Dad,Brooke,Isabelle.Also one thing I forgot is 
that me and little sister like to do gymnastics all the time and 
brooke well we just watch movies together. My  parents teach me 
and hangout with me. Lastly the thing that we all do together is 
when we all do basketball together and sometimes Isabelle  or me 
fall down ahhh. 

Another thing I am thankful for is food. The reason I am 
thankful for food is  because it is yummy and without it we would 
not be alive.Also  food is so good and when you try different 
kinds of foods it may become your favorite food you never 
know.Also when it is a holiday there is really good foods like in 
Thanksgiving there is mash potatoes,cranberry sauce,corn,turkey 
or ham,and desserts my favorite when it comes to any holiday.If 
you were wondering my favorite type of food is chinese food. 

The last thing that I am thankful for is my pets.I have a cat 
named Alba and a dog named Maximillion. The reason I am 
thankful for them is because my dog guards me and stays right by 
my side and does tricks.Some are cool. My cat just sleeps all day 
long and at night she sleeps with me same with my dog.Also  
These are my dog’s tricks: he can sit,stay,place,roll over,and 
dance.My cat does not like my dog. She is starting to get used to 
him. All my dog wants to do is play with my cat and she does not 
like that. 
 



 
 

As you can see I am thankful for everything but these are the 
things I am most thankful for is my family,food and my pets my 
family is important to me and my pets  are good and comfortable 
and food I wouldn’t survive without food . 

 
 
 
By Layla Perry 


